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Andy Richter Stole My Coachella Ticket by Doctor Gonzo

The original title of my article was going to be

Live!Nude!Recession! But then I heard another
story, which gave us the present title, but more
on that later. Times are tough folks. You may
notice as you thumb through this issue of the
Apocrypher that we couldn’t afford the chromatic
ones and zeros and had to opt for the black and
white digits instead, which reduced our publication costs dramatically. We also couldn’t run the
Klassifieds, but they will be back for Summer.
Nonetheless, you undoubtedly will enjoy this issue immensely. The issue is dedicated to the
wonderful world of mustaches. Immense thanks
to all the photos contributed in the following pages and those daring souls who are wear a mustache in today’s hipster society. The mustache
has always been associated with your Seventies porn legends and as you can see, we bust
this myth wide open and allow seemingly normal
adults males the freedom above their upper lip.
The doubters out there, who think we look ridiculous, can be found out of earshot whispering
		

their jealousy to Universe who cursed them with
low testosterone and infantile faces. To those
men I say, “Visit A.J. Rathbun’s Mustache and
Monocle Emporium over in West Ballard”. He’ll
hook you up with a falsey for under $10.
So, word on the street is that a gal we know
(Carolina) was going to Coachella Music Festival with a friend from LA. Her friend works for
Conan O’brien, the red-headed fellow. I send her
a Ricochet Biscuit demo of new songs to play for
her friend in order to get the band on the new
Tonight Show (I have a deal with Brett Markle).
We send the CD and then find out her ticket to
Coachella was given to Andy Richter and our
contact is instead is going to Conan’s birthday
party. I can only hope she had enough cocktails
in her at the birthday party to slip the CD into
Conan’s CD player unnoticed and proceed to
rock the party with the sweet sounds of justice.
I’ll keep you abreast of the situation. This story is
true. Enjoy your Spring!
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by Stu
Features

A common misconception is that mustache equals awesome.
While this is quite often the case, there’s always gonna be some
a-hole who ruins the party for everyone. Geraldo Rivera grows an
epic mustache, but is he awesome? No. No, he is not. And unfortunately, try as one might, one cannot separate the mustache from
the mustachioed, otherwise the government would just strip Rivera
of his grand facial accoutrement and give half to Tina Fey and half
to Andy Richter, thus increasing their awesomeness. (Give Obama
time, people.) Since everyone enjoys lists instead of paragraph after paragraph of words that make you think about hard stuff, I’ve
broken down the mustachioed in popular culture into the following
categories. Do enjoy!
AWESOME DUDE, AWESOME MUSTACHE (ADAM)
Sam Elliott
Tom Selleck
Rollie Fingers
Rip Taylor
Paul Rudd
The dude from Mythbusters
Uncle Rico
Greg Norton
Gabe Kaplan
Gomez Addams
My dad
The dude from Eagles of Death Metal who isn’t in Queens of the
Stone Age
John Cazale
Brawny Paper Towel Guy
Howard Schnellenberger
Walter White
Hal Holbrook
Barney Miller
Elliott Gould in the ‘70s
Victor French
Joe Namath
ESPN-era Keith Olbermann
Oscar Gamble, Bake McBride and most all ‘70s National League
outfielders.
Rob Wilfong
Avery Schreiber from TV’s Match Game
Gordon Lightfoot
Val Kilmer as Doc Holliday
www.artificialkhaos.com			
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[Bonzo continued]

Gene Wilder as Young Frankenstein
Steve Buscemi
Alex Trebek
Daniel Thomas Day
Pat Harrington
John Bonham
Matt McConaughey in Dazed & Confused
Howard Hesseman
Michael Imperioli in Life On Mars
Tony Orlando
The Beastie Boys in the video for “Sabotage”
The Village People, particularly Construction Worker and Motorcycle Enthusiast
Snidely Whiplash
AWESOME LADY, AWESOME MUSTACHE (ALAM)
Salma Hayek
AWESOME DUDE, PREFERS A BEARD OR GOATEE (ADPABOG)
Grizzly Adams
The guy from Iron & Wine
Abraham Lincoln
Santa Claus
Walter Sobchak
SKETCHY DUDE, AWESOME MUSTACHE AND/OR FACIAL HAIR (SDAMA/OFH)
Every “heavy” professional wrestler from the late ‘70s, particularly those allegedly from the Middle
East or Eastern Europe
Burt Reynolds
Dom DeLuise
Ray LaMontagne (I like him okay, but he has a definite whiff of “killed a drifter just to feel something” about him)
BJ Honeycutt (he was no Trapper John, is what I’m saying)
Pavement’s first drummer
Doug Henning
Most of the Osmonds at one point or another, except Marie
That one Oak Ridge Boy
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by Ray Ray Rocker the Cowskin Knocker
Features

Making it with a mustache......

As this is the month to honor those privileged to cultivate a
healthy strip of facial bush, I thought it appropriate to introduce
to some and reintroduce to others two legendary musicians
with mustaches- more specifically drummers. Two extremely
influential percussionists that have inspired not only myself
but many other self proclaimed rock drummers throughout the
world are Led Zeppelinʼs John Bonham and Rushʼs Neil Peart.
Jonh Henry “Bonzo” Bonham was born in England on May 31,
1948. He first learned to “play” drums at the age of five, making a drum kit out of containers and coffee tins, and copying
the moves of his idols Gene Kruppa and Buddy Rich. His first
“proper” drum-set arrived at his feet at age 15. He honed his
earlier signature style of “hard and heavy” drumming while playing with many different bands. One
that would end up being prophetic for him would be lead by a young singer named Robert Plant.
Neil Ellwood Peart was born on his family farm outside Ontario Canada on September 12, 1952.
He was exposed to music at an early age through piano lessons. Something that he says contributed to his interest in refinement in all that he does. He received his first drum kit at age 14 and
played his first show at his schools Christmas pageant. HIs next appearance would be while in
high school when he played with the band The eternal Triangle- their signature tune being “LSD
Forever”. After being terminated from his job at the fairgrounds near his home, Neil moved to London to try and kick start his career as a professional musician. While selling
trinkets to stay afloat he discovered the philosophies of objectivism within the writings of Ayn Rand.
These ideas would influence his lyrical writing for the the concept album “2112”. After struggling for
quite a time he gave up and went back to Canada where he was persuaded to audition for the
band “Rush”. His future band mates described his audition/introduction as humorous. He arrived
with his drums in trash cans and proclaimed afterwards that it was a total
disaster. The guitarist Alex Lifeson didnʼt like him at first but the bassist Geddy Lee talked him into
reconsidering. In the wake of the break up of the Yardbirds, there was a scramble to gather the
best talent available and as Jimmy Page sought to start another band he was able to procure the
talents of Robert Plant for vocals. He was though too late to get Ginger Baker for drums and was
convinced to hire Bonham on the recommendation of Plant. As drummer for Led Zeppellin, John
Bonham was quickly becoming legendary on and off the stage. His stage presence grew from his
“thundering” right foot to the “crashing of the trees.” (A description he used for thelength and weight
of his drum sticks). Off stage “Bonzo” was quietly killing himself with alcohol and depression. He
longed to be home on his farm with his wife and son.
Opening night for Neil and his new band was on August 14, 1974 at the Civic Arena in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. This would quickly grow to larger numbers as Rush would become one of the first
quintessential “Arena” rock bands. He too would become legendary but on stage only. His drum
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[Bonzo continued]

solos would last for nearly 30 minutes using
every drum, cymbal, bell and technology available while his lyrical stories would be sung at
high pitches to the masses by Lee. Off stage
he was always a quite soul and on July 4, 1997
Peart lost his only daughter in a single car accident. 10 months later on June 20, 1998 he
would lose his wife to cancer.
On September 25, 1980 Bonham went to practice for his upcoming tour for the United States
all ready having downed 4 quadruple vodkas
(roughly 16 shots) for breakfast. Continued
drinking at rehearsal led to an “early night” and the band retired to Pageʼs home. The next morning
he was discovered dead with the coronerʼs report indicating he had died via water-logging of the
lungs caused by inhalation of vomit. After a 55,000 mile motorcycle hiatus around North America
which involved quiet reflection, Peart returned to Rush to continue creating music. The band has
gone on to make 3 albums since with Peart continuing on with book writing and other projects including a drumming technique film and tribute album for Buddy Rich.
Drumming is one of the most primal communicative devices used by man. People are drawn to the
rhythms and often try and duplicate them so as to pass on the same feelings and emotions to others. John Henry “Bonzo” Bonham and Neil Elwood Peart have instilled into me that same need to
continue the rhythms that they laid down. Though I choose not to follow alochol to my death and
pray that my family is not harmed I do find meaningful influences from both drummers- Bonhamʼs
drumming power and love for family, Peartʼs passion for excellence in execution and breadth of interests. My grandmother called me Bonzo and my middle name is Neil. I am only missing the mustache. Maybe next year...

I Can’t Be Bothered by R. Goulet, Jr.
National Affairs Desk
Mr. Goulet is currently on assignment in Amsterdam. The office staff is smartly suspicious of this assignment as it was not given to Mr. Goulet formally. We are unsure of
his travel plans and as of this printing he is considered “rogue”.

Kfu’s Musical Mustache Musings #1
Frank Beard was the only member of ZZ Top without a Beard. Slightly more ironic was the
fact his mother won the Harris county Tx state fair for fullest beard in 1964.
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Features

Since when is the sound of running water relaxing? I’m of a certain age when gardening projects seem interesting. The wife likes some flowers around the house and my youngest must
eat potatoes with every meal, he might be part
Irish. My parents and Grandparents gardened
so I’ve got it in my blood. Every Gardening
show and Gardening store has fountains. Some
people I know have these things in their yard or
house and every time I’m near then I get nervous.
Maybe it’s just me. Of course I am the moron
who thought someone was taking a half hour
shower at eleven o’clock at night while I listened to a burst pipe in the bathroom flood the
house. I have lived in several old houses where
the sound of running water meant something is
broken or leaking has a hole. If someone has a
bubbling table top fountain in their house I immediately think how tacky that is and have to
find it to make sure its not a pipe leaking all over
the basement from a malfunctioned dishwasher.
On top of all this the sound makes me want to
piss. A small fountain makes the same sound
my children make when they pee on a tree outside or on top of the toilet seat they forgot to lift,
or the floor they are peeing on.

trucks and rocks that toy tractors dig out of the
sand box.
I could see clear to fountains if they were big
enough. A 50 foot tall cast iron fountain with
topless nymphs and spitting wildlife and peeing
cherubs probably wouldn’t be seen by my neighbors and they wouldn’t give a damn anyhow. if I
put it out in the woods somewhere the wildlife
might like it. Maybe it would relax a heard of
deer in 30 below January winter. I might have to
leave the neon off.

My mother-in-law has a small fountain she got
for Christmas one year. Thankfully my boys
poured dish soap into it to get it to make bubbles. It did for a while. Then the soap made
something gum up so it only functions as a
dusty candy dish for the icky root beer barrels
or green mints. The polished stones that used
to make the pleasing relaxing bubbling noise
were stolen to serve as large loads for Tonka
Kfu’s Musical Mustache Musings #2
70’s icons Freddie Mercury and Mark Spitz shared a mustache. This is why no
photographs exist of the two together.
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by The Mighty Chris Lorraine
NYC- Special Feature

As chief architect of the multimedia empire Artificial Khaos, Inc., Seattle’s Bradley Kosel has spent
the better part of two decades producing a diverse range of excellent projects. From online ‘zines to
band t-shirts (for bands that may or may not exist) to films, Kosel consistently conquers each medium upon which he sets his sights with breezy nonchalance. That said, he assiduously avoids any
hint of dilettantism with a true artist’s eye, a devotion to detail, and some earnest Midwestern wit
and charm. Also, it doesn’t hurt that he’s backed by the funniest group of hirsute, stoutest barroom
Joe’s since Judd Apatow hit pay dirt with his posse.
Kosel’s first film, The Great Midwestern Pharm Accident, follows a group of work-leave pharmacists blithely careening across the country in an overtaxed RV. The film introduces the actors who
would comprise the core AK players. Adopting Calvin & Hobbes-style secret-code personas, worldweary (or possibly just really drunk) Sherman T. Amsterdam (Jeremy Holt), thoughtful everyman
Baron Von Wafflebone (Rob Loeffelbein) and magnificently innocent hero Sparkle Brightstar (Brett
Markle) narrate the trip, open containers in hand. These are guys you know—or you feel like you
know—and are exactly the kind of peeps you’d want to hang out with as life’s interstate rushes you
into your 30’s. Random one-off hi-jinks frame a larger narrative, as the RV duly stops at hometown
after hometown, where the fellas each introduce the bleary-eyed (but buoyant) group to bemused
parents and family, like soldiers showing off their war brides. But Kosel was already thinking outside
the box: the film was a multimedia event that featured a live blog maintained by the cast during the
RV’s travels, and Pharm avoids the traditional road film pitfalls by assuming that the viewer already
knows that the journey was the destination—thereby adroitly dispensing with the need to teach us a
lesson we knew all along.
Second film LitRag 20: Le’ Finale’ ups the ante considerably. Meta on top of meta, this is a creative
project about a creative project, Kosel’s keen look at the mundane-yet-ripe-with-meaning events
surrounding the publication of the final issue of acclaimed Seattle poetry magazine LitRag. Again,
Kosel’s instinct for balance serves the film well: truly heartbreaking scenes of the LitRag staff setting
up for the publication’s farewell party in a loft in Seattle’s Pioneer Square neighborhood are crosscut with zany improvised anecdotes from LitRag’s illustrious “history” as revealed in hilarious interviews with alter-ego’d versions of the magazine’s actual founders, AJ Rathbun and Derrick Hachey.
Rathbun’s drawn-on moustache (present in some scenes but, intentionally, not in all of them, continuity be most purposefully damned) and Hachey’s bit about his bourgeoning interest in synchronized light saber routines will warm the heart—right before their moving farewell speeches at the
end of the party scene slice said heart to ribbons. That LitRag was winding down just as Artificial
Khaos was taking full flight is not lost on the viewer: this film is as much an artistic torch passing as
it is a documentary.
Current release Battleship! Battleship! Battleship! Kosel’s third film, is his strongest to date. Having
thoroughly mined documentary-style filmmaking with his previous releases, Kosel builds his newest project around two sturdy assets: a riotous, self-aware script (written by Kosel) and, of course,
his trusty cadre of actors, who are growing in both chops and chutzpah by the minute. The premise:
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[He Ain’t continued]

equal parts Coen Brothers, Lucas, and Avildsen (John G. Avildsen? Director of Rocky & The Karate Kid?) B!B!B! follows young grasshopper Dylan Dalton (Sparkle Brightstar aka Brett Markle, who
amps his cheery innocence to Skywalkerian proportions) in a journey of self-discovery ignited by his
chance participation in an underground, Fight Club-style culture of high-stakes bouts of the classic
“ships and pegs” board game Battleship.
Clocking in at less than 40 minutes, the film still delivers more than most 90+ minute features. Dylan’s involvement in the basement gaming matches rekindles a long-simmering rivalry between grizzled seamen Salvatore T. Doggmeister (played with dandy panache by Sherman T. Amsterdam aka
Jeremy Holt, sporting a Play-Doh Barber Shop’s worth of amazing facial hair variations) and the
mysterious Captain Shipps (in the film’s breakout performance, newcomer Andrew K. Sweet devours
everything in sight with his committed yet measured portrayal—logically, no one wearing a Captain
and Tennille nautical hat and chewing on a Bartell drug store pipe should ooze this much clenched
cool. Bravo). Dylan’s situation intensifies when he learns that his roommate Durden (played with
delicious insouciance by Craig Schapiro, who approached his scenes with detached impatience—
as though he only agreed to participate in each day’s filming until something more glamorous came
along). Alliances are formed, promises are made, bubble baths are taken. Like any sports movie
worth its hanging slabs of raw meat, the final scene—a fierce Battleship showdown between opposing factions—boasts its triumphant winner and its shattered loser, and the film’s final moments are
classic Kosel: simultaneously tragic and uplifting.
The team behind B!B!B! is sophisticated enough to know that a great film only becomes more rewarding on repeated viewings; Kosel and Co. certainly don’t skimp on details that don’t necessarily
present themselves the first time around. Whether it’s sly easter eggs (watch for the disappearing
and reappearing notes on the elevator wall in the Naval Library scene—the Artificial Khaos equivalent of Frank Zappa purposefully playing off-color notes to free himself by making audiences think
he “made a mistake”), in-jokes (Rule 1: don’t talk about the copy of the novel Fight Club on Durden’s
kitchen table), and an absolute goldmine of deleted scenes (Quentin, yer gonna wish you wrote that
conversation between Holt and Markle about the tingly shampoo), there’s almost too much here to
take in at one sitting. No problem, just queue it up again.
As a piece, Kosel’s films tend to explore the complexities of male bonding. From the sweaty close
quarters of the boys-only RV in Pharm to the yin-yang duality of Rathbun and Hachey in Le’ Finale’,
AK Films have never been afraid to hug it out, bitch. B!B!B! takes the bromance one step further.
The entire film is about multiple male friendships at various stages of rift and disrepair: Durden’s jilted, submarine-gripping anger at having been replaced by Dylan as the Captain’s Chosen One; the
palpable tension between Captain Shipps and Sal T. Doggmesiter; the already-classic bubble bath
scene between Sal T. and Dylan. Kosel shifts his narrative from friendship to battleship and back
again to subtly tell the viewer that even the most stalwart of sea vessels is a mere four red pegs
away from being sunk. Better keep your crew close. This ain’t no kids game.
Ed. Note - Mr. Lorraine writes for an unknown blog out of some closet in Brooklyn. He was named the winner of the Bronx’
Blog and Brawts. The annual eating contest where contestants try to blog for 24 hours straight eating only the tasty sausages.
He has currently been hired to review any movies AK Films produces.
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The Music Corner: Kung Fu Mike
Departments
For the past few issues I’ve been derelict in my
duties as appointed music czar, so I hope to
make up for it with the following submission as
well as the issueing of 850 billion iTunes download credits to poor and working families.
When an April 4th show featuring The Gaslight
Anthem is the only local event on the horizon
that can pique my interest, it’s time to get the
aresol cans out and move this gobal warming
nonsense up a notch. Bands just won’t touch
Minneapolis with a ten foot hockey stick in the
winter. Heartess Bastards open for The Gaslight Anthem and while I would like to see them
in support of their fantastic latest release The
Mountain, the Gaslight Anthem remind me too
much of the Hooters. It’s anthemic, it’s over produced and I can barely make out the melodica.
Even Sam Roberts (from Montreal for Christ’s
sake) is flying over this landlocked iceburg. The
Current is finally playing Sam – after hundreds
of requests from me under as many fake email
addresses. I’m paraphrasing, but I swear these
words have been uttered by every Current DJ,
“Here’s the new one from Sam Roberts, a band
that haven’t gotten their props until this album”.
Ok, you’re either full of shit and are just parroting
what the DJ before you said or you’re a puppet
for the record industry and haven’t played them
until now because you’ve been too busy queuing
up Arcade Fire for the 956th time in the past four
years. I love the Current and AF by the way, but
jeeez!
Hey, did you realize The Flaming Lips’s song
“Do you Realize?” was approved by the Oklahoma legislature as the official state Rock song?
Oh man, I would have paid a Franklin to witness
that session. Lux Interior enigmatic grandfather of psychobilly and Cramps front man died
a few months ago. Rest in peace, Lux, I’ll sure		

ly miss those shows with you jumping around
the stage, mic stand in one hand, your penis
in the other and the microphone halfway down
your throat. I’m hoping I didn’t kill Lux with a
reference to him on my facebook page. Deathby-facebook-reference is a sordid tale that began with my posting a picture of Ricardo Montalbán and then his untimely demise the week
following. A discussion a few weeks after that
regarding cramps [originally the hydration problem and not the band] led me to a Lux Interior
non-sequitur and how I was scared of him. 5
days later – heart attack.
In addition to the new Sam Roberts release,
I’d highly recommend The B.P.A. – Fatboy
Slim’s new project (moniker). It’s the usual
catchy dance stuff with great guest vocals from
the likes of David Byrne, Iggy Pop and Martha Wainwright. The new Deerhunter album
– Microcastle is really good (RIYL: The Velvet
Underground, Ambulance LTD and lighter fare
Sonic Youth). The new Gomez single “Airstream Driver” is growing on me despite the fact
the main riff is lifted from Bow Wow Wow’s “I
Want Candy”.
Jason Isbell is on his second solo release with
The 400 Unit - a somewhat moody release but
with the usual outstanding Isbell guitar work –
the song “Good” is just that. Morrissey is retiring. I’d love to write his ‘retirement’ into a reality
show. I think it would be easy - chronicle his
trips down to the local Apothecary on his Vespa
to pick up placemats, Chulu pottery figures and
other items needed to spruce up his flat now
that he’s not working. On the way, his friends
stop him and ask him to pick an item or two up
for them – necessitating pulling the record jacket from Louder Than Bombs from his pocket
where he has his list to add the friend’s items.
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[M. Corner continued]

I want to mention a few local artists to keep an
eye out for: Idle Hands and Solid Gold (probably the next artists to go national – although I
thought that about White Light Riot and Romantica). Check out Communist Daughter
and Me and My Arrow (not the Nilsson song
or the S.F. band with the same name). They
seem like difficult band names to do a web
search for, but not if you add the ‘the band’ on
the end. Which leads me to a question I’ve had
for a while: How do you google “The Band”? I
suppose you could type “Robbie Robertson and
The Band”, but what if you had no clue who was
in the band, The Band?
Can you still get posters of album covers? If the
answer is ‘yes’, please put me down for a wall
sized Neko Case – Middle Cyclone. I’m excited
about new releases from Foreign Born (not due

Footage from Mile Twenty

Any of you Ben Kweller fans put off by the fact
he’s making NASCAR / moonshine bootlegging
friendly videos (see the video for “Fight”)? I
like the direction on Changing Horses and don’t
think the sound is as much of a departure as I
keep hearing - listen to “Family Tree”. I caught
Kweller with The Watson Twins at the Varsity
Theater a few weeks ago. With the exception
of having to endure Foreigners’ greatest hits between sets, it was a great show. Kweller brought
the loudness and even added the country twang
to some of his past rockers. Ok, “Dirty White
Boy” and “Long, Long Way From Home” are
great songs.

by Dave McCaul

You have to use Vaseline. Imagine a cotton Tshirt, okay, or even a lightweight cotton T-shirt,
and the friction on the nipples during a long
run can be uncomfortable. Imagine twenty-six
miles!
Not everyone knows about this. I’ve heard about
at least one unprepared runner who came up on
mile sixteen with twin streams of sangre running
down his bare chest and stomach.
You don’t
believe me? Ask my Dad, he’s the one who saw
it.
Also: there’s a tape. It shows my Dad with
Vaseline. I’m not kidding!
I’m the one filming. First, you see the runners,
downing Dixie cups, hurling them over their
shoulders, stomping them into the pavement.
And then, in a pair of pink shorts, his calves
bulging- my Dad.
Harriette! he says. He cuts over to where we’re
encamped on the sidelines at mile twenty. His
		

out until June) and a new one from Pete and
the Pirates who sound a lot like the Dutch band
The Figurines. Their new single “Jennifer” is on
eMusic.

Features

body fills the frame. He’s running in place now
and gesturing with his hands. His palms are
open. Give it to me, he’s saying. Give it to me!
She’s got the Vaseline handy. It looks like the
hands at the bottom of the frame are mine, but
they’re my mother’s. And the jar is there, too. If
you watch carefully you can see the exchange
of petroleum jelly. It glistens opaquely in my father’s palm, but only for an instant- no sooner
does he have it than he’s reaching under his
shirt, applying, greedily applying. You can totally
see the circular motion his hands are making.
And then he’s running again! Wow. I can’t even
find him with the camera- he’s just another body
in motion, lost in the sea of short-shorts and
white cotton T-shirts.
He’s not the only one using the jelly, I think they
all do it. But my Dad just happens to be one of
the very few who talk about it. And I’m one of
the very, very few who have footage of it. You
don’t believe me? If you’ve got a VCR I’ll prove
it to you.
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First Annual Mustache Gallery

Irish Jim at the Office
Photo by His Reluctant Wife
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Doctor Gonzo
Photo by Andrew T. Sweet
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Musctache Bar
Photo by Andrew T. Sweet
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Officer James O’Malley of the 125, Bronx, New York
enjoys himself in Whistler, B.C. where there is very little crime
Photo by Andrew T. Sweet
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Full Body Mustache (not shown)
Photo by Megan Fox
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Polish - Canadian Mustache (aka The Perfect Storm)
Photo by Burkita North
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Wheel of Fortune!

by Sam Chao

9 (1)

Features

It’s hard to believe, but Wheel of Fortune is just a year shy of turning 35. And sadly it
also means that Vanna White is no less than 52 years of age. Coincidentally, no one
under the age of 52 actually watches Wheel of Fortune today, but to me the show represents a
very memorable and pleasant piece of Americana. Who doesn’t remember hearing, “Look at this
studio, filled with glamorous prizes…” in their childhood living room? It takes me back. Back to a
time where things were much more simple.
My favorite segment on WoF was the Final Round. The is where the contestant would get the letters R, S, T, L, N and E as freebies and attempt to solve the puzzle. Speaking of puzzles, the king
of puzzles was easily “Before and After.” Often witty and occasionally humorous, this is the puzzle
where two phrases or names were joined by a common word that starts one and ends the other.
In celebration of the 34th year of WoF, I give you five Before and After puzzles for your enjoyment.
Hint: the first puzzle corresponds with the theme of this Apocrypher.
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#2:
?
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?

#3:
?
?
#4:

?

Answers: 1. Harvey Milk Mustache 2. Karate Kid ‘n Play 3. Dirty
Harry Potter 4. Grey Poupon My Face 5. Sleight of Hand Job
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Zymurgy Parvenu:
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stash zyka

(because it sounds better than Beer Snob)

Departments

Welcome folks. I have to admit, my drinking isn’t
what it used to be. In fact, I’m doing a very poor
job of it. I hope to turn that around this summer,
maybe even this spring, with a little help from the
Good Doctor, who is slated to arrive in April, just
as the weather washes my lethargic disposition
away.
Until I achieve that state
of mind, my only advice is
this, take advantage of the
times we live in, because
if the economy is actually
shriveling up like a coldwater penis, then we may
start loosing this glorious
renaissance of beer to the
dark and gloom of vandallike conservative end-of-time mongers. So, in
short, buy, drink and attentively catalog as much
beer as you can stand, because with a proper
account of what you drank, tasted, and how it
made you feel, the network of free-thinking home
brewers will be able to replicate those drinks,
even while beef is being rationed and chocolate
a near impossibility.

Beertopia, Omaha, NE

asked if I needed help. I told him what I liked,
name dropped a little, ratcheted up the terminology, etc, and I was surprised to find him respond with an awakened enthusiasm, as if he
was thinking, why can’t we get more customers
like this. So I had him pick out about 10 individual bottles of beers for me; he even recommended what order I should drink them in. The
guy was a mench, and the booze was delightful,
so hit the streets.

You hear yourself saying: What can we do
Stash? Fret not, I am here for you. The best
thing you can do is find a store that sells a wide
selection of beer and employs someone who actually gives a shit about taste, quality and style.
I ran across this exact place with a joint called
Beertopia, U.S.A.
Normally I don’t trust anyone who claims to be
an expert on anything, unless I’ve had several
years to know the person and question extensively. But on this occasion I felt overwhelmed
with choice, and the man behind the counter
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Khaos Konventional Wisdom
Departments

PAGEANTRY
Gay in Iowa
Fast & Bicurious
Michigan State
Kim Jong is ill.
LeBron James
Lil Wayne
Slumdog Millionaire
Singing about Texas
The G-spot

New Poem Outlet:

TRAGEDY
Living in Iowa
Fast & Furious
Michigan Jobs
Kim Jong is not ill.
Levon & Jesus
Lil weiners
Slumdog Hundredaire
Living in Texas
The G-20

ANARCHY
Pterodactyls in Iowa
Fast & Retarded
Michigan Mittens
Kim Jong-il is.
Jesus & MS13
Lil Abner
Slumdogs Everywhere
Border in Texas
The G-diphthongs

stash zyka

they say nothing rhymes with orange
it’s such a common joke nowadays
shit, the Simpson’s parodied it 10 years
before Hollywood had the balls to
that’s why I’m writing a poem
because it’s not news anymore
but can it really be nothing?
I’m sure they all realize it rhymes with itself
it’d have to, the reflexive law of rhyme
just ask an irish rapper
they take those proddy orange men
and make them bleed orange, man
what if you broke it up into several words
or utterances or something clever like that
it doesn’t seem very American to just
take it in the jaw and quit
it’s a goddamn fruit man!
where are your balls?

Departments
our dog either has eczema or mange
so use the tube of cream that is orange
or his hair will fall out
and it will be our fault
our British cousins would say that
its because we don’t pronounce it correctly
they’ll make it rhyme with syringe
no problem, or no bother
remember that guy from clockwork orange
he was gaffing his goggleies with a syringe
so in summary it’s bullshit
just like the cellar door ruse
or the 23 plots from Greece
it’s an or-aeng, not a orng
call it what it is man
call it an orange

how about something like this:
honey the vet called, he said that
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Anatomy of a Song:
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stash zyka

Departments
Seventh Installment Cousin
It’s no secret that fans of Artificial Khaos are music lovers. This column intends to assist the average
AK reader in understanding the nuances of our modern day rock poets. This edition I’ve chose one
of the more enigmatic songs not focused on aspects of the Kennedy assignation.
What Deaner Was Talkin’ About
by Ween (1994)
LYRICS

MEANING

The wash is out, it’s hanging up				
And all I have is nothing					
Nothing to do, nothing to say				
I think I must be dreaming					
out

allusion to day-to-day normalcy of their lives
when Fat Man hit the streets over Nagasaki
two generation decimated
blinded, deafened, & covered w/ ash-gray fall-

The sun comes up and I’m all washed out		
Is this what Deaner was talkin’ about			
I don’t think I will ever return again my friend		

reference to flag and radioactivity
nickname for Truman
Midway yellow man, Midway!

If I was King, I’d wear a ring				
And never hurt my people					
I’d stay alert and dress to kill				
I might even slip you something				

reference the powerful Heian period
but, if they are Chinese
like Marco F*&king Polo
either opium or a transistor radio

CHORUS
WEIRD KAZOO-LIKE BRIDGE
CHORUS
MORE KAZOO SOUNDS
FADE
END

Kfu’s Musical Mustache Musings #3
Thunderbirds are Now’s 2005 release Justamustache is the most popular CD to hide from
parents in Amish communities.
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Tea-Ballin’ by Johan Martin
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Tales From the Smoke Shop
Departments

Last time I grew a stache was the Summer of
2005. The Stranger had just announced Hump!
(its’ first annual amateur porn competition) and I
convinced my girlfriend to buy a big fancy camcorder so we could shoot a submission. Naturally she refused to appear in the film in any, um,
essential capacity, meaning I wouldn’t be appearing in the film in any essential capacity either. So I asked my friends Joe and Kendra to
play the leads. Their agreement to do so came
a little too quickly which made me skeptical from
the get go, but I was determined to push onward. I asked my friend Cisco to direct it since
I’d never directed anything in my life and he was
already enrolled in the Bellevue Community College film program (or whatever it’s called). He
agreed and we were off!

nwood down a victory march in the foreground,
slow-mo (Wes Anderson style).
The End.
It wasn’t hard to get people to be in it. I
had plenty of friends who thought this was a
good idea. Besides, Joe & Kendra were the
only ones we planned to show actually doing it.
As previously mentioned, the orgy at the end
would all take place behind Joe’s hero strut so
no one really needed to be naked for that. (It
would’ve been great if everyone had simply
volunteered to take their clothes off and get
busy in the background, but, this being Seattle,
everyone’s a huge wuss.)

We did have to procure uniforms, which
Here’s the premise: (I came up with this all meant a trip to Target where we got a dozen
navy blue t-shirts for the boys and a dozen
on my own)
pink(ish) tank tops for the girls.
A church sponsors an adult tee ball league to
Then we hit the sporting goods store where
provide its’ paritioneers a diversion to their own
sexual desires. This works fine until the last bases, a ball, a bat, a tee stand, gloves, and a
game of the Tee Ball World Series approaches couple helmets (cuz they look dorky) cost me
and the team captain of the Abstin-ants (the boy well over a hundred damn dollars.
team) finds his teammate & best friend banging
Next we visited the Parks & Rec center
the team captain of the Praying Man-Teases (the
girl team) in a park bathroom. The teammate/ to book a park for the day of the shoot. This
friend (played by Joe) assures LeRoy (the Ab- turned out to be, far & away, the most frustratstin-ants team captain played by my friend Ray) ing part, which surprised me because I’d exhe only did it to learn the Man-Teases’ plays. Le- pected it to be the cheapest. Apparently Parks
Roy doesn’t feel good about what he witnessed, & Rec people sit around all day with thumbs up
whatever the reason for it may be, but Lynnwood their asses, having no clue how to respond to
simple questions like, ‘Hey, can I book a park
asks LeRoy to simply trust him.
for a day?’ Every time I asked one of these
wastoids, they re-enacted that beloved Mr.
Then it’s Game Day.
Show sketch where it takes ten minutes and
The Abstin-ants & The Praying Man-Teases twenty phone calls for a man to borrow a pen
battle furiously until the game is won (doesn’t from a gas station attendant (“Um . . . Hmm.
matter by who) and both teams engage in an . .. Yeah, lemme. . . see. . .”) Seriously, this
orgy as the camera tracks a triumphant Lyn- went on forever. We visited like four different
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[T-Balln continued]

offices and no one seemed to know who was in
charge of booking the fields. What does a Parks
and Rec employee do BESIDES book fields? It
was like an episode of Twin Peaks where Agent
Cooper enters a business, asks a fairly straightforward investigative question, and everyone
looks at him like they’re from another planet.
(Granted, I may have been mentioning the fact
I intended to shoot a PORN there. It was a few
years ago. I can’t quite remember. [I’d gone to
Catholic school as a boy and still believed it was
best to always be honest with people.]) Finally
some guy leaned in very cinematically and whispered, “Dude, just do it. Don’t ask permission,”
and I figured that had painstakingly become our
best option.
There was no script, but the story was divided
into two shooting days.
For Day One we only needed Joe, Kendra,
and Ray. This was to be the entire first half of
the film, in which we show LeRoy (Ray) waiting alone at a dugout for Lynnwood (Joe) who
never shows. Cut to Joe and Kendra love-making in the park bathroom. LeRoy, finally tired
of waiting, gets up and goes to the park bathroom where he catches Lynnwood and Meredith (that’s Kendra’s character’s name) in the
act. Naturally LeRoy turns and leaves, but Lynnwood, struggling to put his clothes back on,
chases him down and insists he’s only done
what he’s done for the good of the team. LeRoy tells Lynnwood his motivations don’t make
his actions any more permissable, although he
(LeRoy) admits he’s curious about the Praying
Man-Teases’ strategy. Their conversation ends
with a troubled LeRoy ambling off into the distance as a concerned Lynnwood calls after him.

tish. No matter, the show must go on!
It was raining when we showed up, which terrified me. It thankfully stopped within an hour of
our arrival. Also, no one was there playing a legitimate softball game, which helped.
Cisco brought a homemade jib (it’s like a crane
you put a camera on to, you know, move the
camera around in the shot). We used this to
shoot the opening sequence of Ray sitting alone
in the dugout waiting for Joe. I thought it best
Cisco, Joe, and Kendra have their privacy while
shooting the bathroom scene so I waited outside,
listening and giggling while they went to work. It
only took thirty minutes for them to fake doing it.
Then we shot Ray walking in on them, Joe chasing Ray, and Joe and Ray’s subsequent conversation. It all went great. I was shocked by the
emotional depth Joe and Ray improvised into my
scriptless story with their dialogue.
We started editing as soon as we were done
shooting and that went swimmingly as well.
Ed. Stay tuned for the conclusion of Tea-Ballin’ in the Summer Issue of the Apocrypher. Things start to heat up.

Day One went surprisingly well, excepting the
fact the lead actors refused to make-love on film
(well, digital video, really). They weren’t shy
about pretending to get it on in the park bathroom. It was merely the close up penetration
part that made them (probably just Kendra) skit		
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Apocrypher News Wire
Departments
Local Seattle Writer Complains
Local Seattle writer was recently overheard bemoaning the lack of hits on his website,
www.mccauliflower.com. Well, here you go
Dave. If the Apocrypher can’t get you all the
exposure you can handle then you really are
screwed. Go check out Dave’s website/blog as
soon as you get done reading this issue.

West Coast Premiere

The Checkout Girl

a film by Lisa Wilson

Former Stand-In for Anthony Michael
Hall Moves to Dubai.
Stephen Sommers started
out as a young child actor (read: stand-in) on the
set of Sixteen Candles
and has become a mogul
of commercial real estate
in the deserts of the Kingdom. We wish Little Stephen all the best of luck
out in the desert with all
the rich Shieks and super repressed women.
Sounds a lot like Las Vegas.
Canadian Sets Record.
A Vancouver man set a Canadian Guinness
World Record (CGWR) this past March. He
was noted to use the phrase “That’s What She
Said” a record 33 times in the span of two hours
over dinner at a Whistler restaurant. Unfortunately, he misused it 87% of the time, which
also turned out to be a CGWR.

		

The Vashon Theater

May 3rd, 2009 @ 2:00pm

The latest film from Artificial Khaos Productions,
the Checkout Girl, written by Dave McCaul, directed by Lisa Wilson will premiere on May 3rd
2:00pm at the Vashon Theater. Please come
out and show your support. We’d love to see
you there.
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The Notorius V.I.G Top Ten List
Departments

Top Ten Reasons Megan Fox Dumped B.A.G
10. My Porn Star stash.
9. Megan Fox Vigesaa has a better ring to it.
8. Realized 33 year old men with two kids are more attractive than 35 year old
Hollywood C-List celebrities.
7. Fuzzier = Fun
6. She prefers that her men are 185 pounds of Twisted Steel and Sex Appeal.
5. Loves sitting in a basement next to a man who is wearing nothing but under4. wear, a headset and is playing XBOX 360, yelling at the TV “No WAY was
that a catch.”
Tired of harassing phone calls asking her if she is single yet.
3. Would rather roll with da BEAN instead of da BAG.
2. Finally realized that Thundercat Underoos are cool on older men…
1. Would rather date someone connected to 58102 than 90210.
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